
Case study

Overview

Managing 1st, 2nd and 3rd party data
on Data Management Platform
Our client - one of the largest mountain resorts in CEE region - achieved 234,8% ROI thanks 
to using DMP to manage and activate users data.

Before the season starts, winter sports fans are looking for the 
best mountain resort. We focused on the users who looked online 
for the best place to stay and ski in Central and Eastern Europe 
region.

Our client want to aquire new customers and the first step to reach 
them was to deeply know profile of users who visit four client’s 
website and one online shop. To check their online behaviour, we 
used Data Management Platform (DMP), a technology that 
helped us find and segment key audience groups.

Our client wanted to increase the number of online reservations in his mountain 
resorts. We used DMP technology to manage, integrate and analyze all data about users 
and deliver them personalized messages to increase the number of online sales. 

Challenge

Execution

www.onaudience.com

1st party data - analyzing profiles of current users

To deeply know our client’s users, we implemented a pixel on all websites, which 
makes it possible to track their behaviour and check they profiles - what they like, 
what interest them and what are their purchase intentions. 

On the basis of big data analysis, we’ve segmented users into audience groups, such 
as: Ski lovers, Snowboarding fans, Students and Families. We used these segments 
to deliver users personalized ads.

2nd party data - cooperating with publishers and influencers

To reach audience interested in mountain sport and gather more data about users, 
we’ve cooperated with the largest publishers on the market and influencers who 
created content about our client’s resorts. We’ve implemented a pixel to track data 
about users who read the articles.

The content marketing campaign was a success, with CTR even up to 26%.

3rd party data - conducting precisely target campaigns

To reach users who hadn’t visited client’s website, we used our 
data warehouse that includes over 27 B profiles from all over the 
world. On the basis of profiles of the best converting users, we 
created their digital twins - look-alike segments and delivered 
them personalized ads.
 
We also used RTB and remarketing, which was the most efficient 
technique that generate sales.
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Case study

OnAudience.com successfully converts Big Data into revenues, offering services 
and products that enable companies to reach target audiences with personalized 
campaigns and develop Business Intelligence solutions. We provide over 27 
billion anonymous user profiles from 200 markets globally. OnAudience.com is a 
part of Cloud Technologies Group, one of the fastest growing tech companies in 
Europe.

Legal analyses confirmed 
compliance of our products 
with the GDPR Read more 

High quality of our data is 
confirmed by Nielsen Digital 
Ad Ratings Read more 

We process only anonymous 
data Read more

About us

We provide high-quality data 
in compliance with GDPR

www.onaudience.com www.onaudience.com

Check how to use DMP in your company / Contact us: hello@onaudience.com

By using DMP, conducted campaigns could be targeted at precisely chosen audience groups. All data was 
collected on one, centralized platform, on which we analyzed results of the running campaigns. Selected results 
of the campaigns, are as follows:

The results

 return of investment CTR in content
marketing campaign

conversion rate in
content marketing campaign

234.80% 26.62% 9.41%
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